Introduction
============

Plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) are superior contrasting agents compared with alternative markers.[@b1-ijn-13-6019] Their absorption and scattering cross-sections are much higher than chemical fluorophore and quantum dots.[@b2-ijn-13-6019]--[@b4-ijn-13-6019] Moreover, they are very stable and non-toxic, so they do not blink or bleach. These unique properties make NPs ideal for the investigation of various biologic interactions.[@b2-ijn-13-6019],[@b5-ijn-13-6019]--[@b7-ijn-13-6019]

Recently, single particle tracking has enabled significant scientific progress in investigating biologic processes by tracking the movement of individually labelled molecules with high spatial and temporal resolution.[@b1-ijn-13-6019],[@b8-ijn-13-6019],[@b9-ijn-13-6019] Also, plasmon coupling offers valuable additional information about the interparticle separation between co-localization, which enables us to experimentally probe the interaction between two interacting molecules.[@b7-ijn-13-6019],[@b8-ijn-13-6019],[@b10-ijn-13-6019]--[@b16-ijn-13-6019]

The refractive index (RI) of biologic cells plays a crucial role in many applications such as biophysics, biochemistry, and biomedicine to monitor the characteristics of living cells. The living cells contain numerous organelles with different RIs which could alter by any change in the cellular size, nucleus size, protein content, and biologic parameter. Thus, the measurement of RIs could be useful for quantitative study of cellular dynamics,[@b17-ijn-13-6019]--[@b19-ijn-13-6019] medical diagnosis and identifying diseases.[@b20-ijn-13-6019],[@b21-ijn-13-6019] Several qualitative and quantitative techniques have been deployed to determine the RIs of biologic cells. Qualitative techniques such as phase contrast microscopy[@b22-ijn-13-6019] and differential interference microscopy[@b23-ijn-13-6019] allow spatial distribution visualization of RIs for individual cells or intracellular organelles in high contrast cellular imaging. Recently, several quantitative techniques have been developed to determine the integral, local, or average RI of single living cells or multiple cells using digital holographic microscopy,[@b17-ijn-13-6019],[@b24-ijn-13-6019],[@b25-ijn-13-6019] optical trapping technique,[@b26-ijn-13-6019] integrated chip technique,[@b27-ijn-13-6019] Hilbert phase microscopy,[@b28-ijn-13-6019] tomographic phase microscopy,[@b29-ijn-13-6019] tomographic bright field microscopy,[@b30-ijn-13-6019] and several interferometry techniques (eg, Rayleigh refractometer, Mach Zehnder, Michelson and Fabry-Perot interferometers).[@b31-ijn-13-6019]--[@b33-ijn-13-6019]

However, all these conventional methods have their inevitable disadvantages. A major disadvantage of the qualitative technique is that the phase shift information is mixed with intensity information, which makes it difficult to quantify the quantitative information from the acquired images.[@b34-ijn-13-6019] Also, while the interferometric method can determine the RI of homogenous mediums such as liquids and particles, it cannot be used for inhomogeneous matters such as biologic cells.

Additionally, over the past few decades, various microscopy-based techniques such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET),[@b35-ijn-13-6019],[@b36-ijn-13-6019] image correlation microscopy, (ICM)[@b37-ijn-13-6019] fluorescence correlation spectroscopy,[@b38-ijn-13-6019]--[@b43-ijn-13-6019] image correlation spectroscopy,[@b44-ijn-13-6019]--[@b48-ijn-13-6019] and fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM)[@b35-ijn-13-6019],[@b36-ijn-13-6019],[@b49-ijn-13-6019],[@b50-ijn-13-6019] have been introduced to investigate the molecular activities and interactions at submicroscopic resolution without destroying cells. However, all these techniques have various limitations that are not suitable for living cell imaging. Among them, FRET is constrained to detecting two closely separated (,5 nm) molecules of different types,[@b36-ijn-13-6019],[@b51-ijn-13-6019] while ICM is confined to submicroscopic imaging. Moreover, FRET and ICM are also critically limited by photo bleaching. Unfortunately, FLIM of green fluorescent proteins can only determine the RI in the order of 3 µm length scales. It is also subjected to photo bleaching and has the fleeting lifespan of fluorescence tags.[@b35-ijn-13-6019],[@b36-ijn-13-6019],[@b49-ijn-13-6019],[@b50-ijn-13-6019]

To address the deficiencies of the previously discussed techniques, plasmonic NP-based single molecule detection and spectroscopy have been introduced to identify the single molecules which have been utilized to probe the RI of AuNPs inside biologic cells. In this paper, we demonstrate a novel technique which could determine the intracellular RI of biologic cells providing a two-order magnitude better resolution comparing to FLIM based methods. Additionally, the demonstrated method could quantify the accurate interparticle distance between two interacting molecules in cellular environment.

In our study, we performed confocal laser scattering microscopy on a dielectric medium. Gold nanospheres (AuNSs) 80 nm in diameter were dispersed on PVA matrix, spin coated onto a glass slide and then imaged through a 700--900 nm wavelength tunable ultrafast-Femto second laser (Tsunami^®^; Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, CA, USA). To confirm the existence of the single particle and cluster, polarization and wavelength dependent single particle spectroscopy and point spread function (PSF) analysis was performed on the dielectric sample. The acquired optical images were correlated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the same location to determine the existence of single particles and clusters. We also extracted the RI from the experimentally acquired single particle images and validated the results with an analytical model and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulated results. After using single particle spectroscopy on the dielectric sample, we then introduced the technique on cell samples where the pegylated (PEG) AuNSs were attached to HeLa cells. We acquired hyperspectral and dark-field scattering microscopy imaging of live cells and images where the PEG AuNSs were taken up by HeLa cells. Similar to the dielectric sample, single particle spectroscopy and PSF analysis was performed to identify the monomer and cluster. The RI of PEG AuNSs inside HeLa cells was extracted from the experimentally captured images and was finally verified with Mie theory and FDTD simulated results. The extracted RI values were used to simulate dimer and higher order cluster via FDTD simulation, which was compared with the experimentally extracted spectrum to determine the interparticle separation between two macromolecules at furthest and closest distances. The proposed technique will be helpful to probe the RI of PEG AuNPs inside HeLa cells and to quantify the interparticle distance, which will provide deeper insight into the subcellular interaction and signaling activities in the unexplored region.

Analytical models and numerical simulations using FDTD
======================================================

In our study, we calculated the scattering cross-section of 80 nm diameter AuNSs using the Mie theory and FDTD simulation ([Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). To explore the plasmon coupling of AuNS dimers, we used FDTD Solutions 7.5 (Lumerical Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada) ([Figure 2A](#f2-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). A total-field scattered field source with its wavelength ranging from 400--1,000 nm was used, and a grid resolution of 0.5 nm was chosen to obtain accurate results. The dielectric function of AuNPs was used from Johnson and Christy's measurement and amended for size effect (surface scattering and radiation damping).[@b52-ijn-13-6019] The source direction was set along the axis of AuNPs. RI n=1.33 was used, and this was further altered to match the simulated spectra with the experimental spectra. Furthermore, we determined the single particle and dimer spectra using FDTD simulation and verified the simulated results with the Mie theory calculated spectra ([Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}).

We also investigated the plasmon coupling of 80 nm diameter AuNS dimers using FDTD simulation for several interparticle distances ([Figure 2A](#f2-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}) and found the red shift in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) peak with decreasing interparticle distance, which is in agreement with the framework of excitation coupling theory.[@b2-ijn-13-6019],[@b7-ijn-13-6019],[@b53-ijn-13-6019],[@b54-ijn-13-6019] The amount of red shift was modeled using the universal plasmon ruler equation, which is comparable to the published results of Kat et al[@b55-ijn-13-6019] and Funston et al.[@b56-ijn-13-6019] It can be observed that plasmon coupling obeys an exponential relationship with the particle separation at weak coupling region, which is known as the universal plasmon ruler equation. However, plasmon resonance peak changes dramatically for small separations in the strong coupling region and matches more closely with a modified plasmon ruler equation.[@b55-ijn-13-6019] The experimentally acquired AuNP spectra was compared with FDTD simulated spectra, which was useful to determine the AuNP separations in dielectric and biologic samples ([Figure 2B](#f2-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}).

Experimental details
====================

Single particle detection for dielectric samples
------------------------------------------------

### Dielectric sample preparation

The 80 nm diameter AuNSs used in this study were purchased from NanoSeedz™ Ltd (Ma On Shan, Hong Kong). The AuNP solution was dispersed 1:1 into an aqueous solution of 2% PVA (molecular weight 36 kDa) to prepare optical density one (1.2×1.0^10^ AuNP/mL) and spin-coated onto a coordinate marked fabricated (5 nm Ti layer) grid attached to a glass slide, with the spin parameters adjusted to produce an approximately 150 nm thick nanorod or PVA film. The use of a PVA layer ensured that the NSs remained attached to the grid during multiple SEM sessions and due to the co-ordinate marked grid, we could correlate the optical and SEM images accurately. The ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectra of 80 nm diameter AuNSs compared with the Mie theory and FDTD simulations are shown in [Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}.

### Experimental setup for dielectric sample

To determine the RI inside cells, the single particle and cluster spectrum must be identified. As a simplistic approach, initially we identified the single particle and cluster in a dielectric medium, where the AuNSs were embedded in PVA matrix ([Figure 3A](#f3-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). Afterwards, we identified them in biologic samples where the AuNSs were embedded in HeLa cells ([Figure 3B](#f3-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). In both cases, we performed hyperspectral and dark-field scattering and recorded the single particle and cluster spectrums which were verified with analytical spectra calculated via Mie theory and FDTD simulated spectra.

The prepared dielectric sample was irradiated with a Tsunami^®^, Ti:Sapphire femtosecond tunable (700--1,000 nm) laser (Spectra-Physics) and the sample was focused using a 1.4 numerical aperture oil immersion objective lens (Olympus, Sydney, NSW, Australia) and a 50 µm pinhole (Thorlabs Inc., Newton, NJ, USA). The sample was mounted onto a piezo stage for scanning and controlled using Lab-VIEW (National Instruments™, Auckland, New Zealand). An oil immersion medium was used to match the RI to ensure that no background signal was coming from the interface. The resulting scattered NPs were collected using a photomultiplier tube (Oriel^®^ Instruments, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA) ([Figure 4A](#f4-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). A quarter wave plate was used to produce circularly polarized light, and a linear polarizer was used to monitor the polarization dependency at a specific wavelength ([Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}).

### Single particle and dimer detection in dielectric samples

To confirm the existence of single particles, we calculated the PSF and line shape of scattering spectra. For the dielectric samples, we also conducted the polarization, wavelength spectroscopy and performed the correlation study between the acquired optical and SEM images. The PSF of the emitted particle was obtained using Vectorial Debye theory[@b57-ijn-13-6019] ([Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). PSF describes the response of an imaging system to a point source or point object. The scattering spectrum produced a convolution of the focal spot and AuNSs in the sample which acts as a point source. Exploiting the convolution between Gaussian beam and a point scatterer, the Gaussian spot profile of the focusing object, and therefore the PSF of that specific object, can be determined which will provide information about the number of particles within a focal volume[@b57-ijn-13-6019] ([Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). The experimentally acquired PSF matched perfectly with the analytical PSF calculated using Vectorial Debye Theory,[@b57-ijn-13-6019] which is shown in [Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}.

For further verification purposes, we performed the polarization and wavelength dependent microscopy and spectroscopy analysis. In the polarization spectroscopy analysis, polarization dependent images were acquired using a linear polarizer and varying the incident angle from 0°--180° at 15° intervals ([Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). The intensity variation values were plotted against the polarization angle ([Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}) and compared with cosine fit. It has been observed that most of the particles within an image do not show any polarization dependency ([Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). However, with a change of polarization from 0°--360° few particles show cos[@b2-ijn-13-6019] dependency, confirming the cluster formation ([Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless remaining particles do not show any dependency except for linear dependency. Additionally, we performed the wavelength dependent imaging for 700--900 nm wavelengths using a circular polarizer at 10 nm intervals. Most of the particles' intensity remained constant with an increase of wavelength due to the dominance of monomers ([Figure 5B](#f5-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). However, for a few particles, intensity decreased with an increase of wavelengths in the 700--900 nm spectral range. As an example, particles 4 and 5 corresponded with the FDTD simulated 3 nm and 8 nm separation results ([Figure 5B](#f5-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that they are dimers in nature which is verified by the correlated images ([Figure 4B](#f4-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the wavelength dependency imaging not only enables us to identify the dimer but also enables us to determine the interparticle distance between two interacting NPs.

Probing the RI and molecular interaction of AuNPs inside HeLa cells
-------------------------------------------------------------------

### HeLa cell culture

HeLa cells obtained from Dr Ye Chan and Dr Chiara Paviolo (Sigma Aldrich) were maintained in DMEM (Sigma Aldrich, Sydney, NSW, Australia) and supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS (Life Technologies Australia Pty Ltd, Melbourne, VIC, Australia), 1% (v/v) glutamine (Life Technologies Australia Pty Ltd) and 0.5% (v/v) amphotericin B (Life Technologies Australia Pty Ltd) in a humidified atmosphere (95% \[v/v\] air, 5% \[v/v\] carbon dioxide) at 37°C. Later, the cells (1.5×10^4^ cells/cm^2^) were trypsinized and seeded on coverslips, which were placed inside a µ-slide chamber (DKSH, Melbourne, VIC, Australia). Samples were incubated for one day at 37°C/5% CO~2~ to allow cell attachment. To determine the surface charge of PEG AuNP samples, we calculated the zeta potential which is 22.03±2.7 using the Huckel model. The calculated value of pH was found as 8.4 of the PEG HeLa cells. To visualize cell membranes, a DiD lipophilic tracer (Sigma Aldrich) was added with a AuNS sample with the particles at a concentration of 8 µm. AuNP attached HeLa cells samples were incubated for 30 minutes and later fixed with 3.7% (v/v) formalin for 10 minutes, followed by three rounds of washing with PBS for 5 minutes.

### AuNP attached cell sample preparation

PEG AuNPs solution was then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 6,000 rpm and the supernatant was discarded adding a similar amount (1 mL) of distilled water to AuNP pellets. Then AuNPs were sonicated for 10 minutes to minimize the aggregation, followed by 30 minutes of UV light exposure (inside a biosafety cabinet) for sterilization purposes.

### Optimization of method

We have demonstrated our technique for 80 nm diameter AuNPs, however we believe RI and molecular interaction could be extracted for other sizes and shapes of AuNSs. For the dielectric medium, we mixed the AuNPs with PVA matrix for 6--8 hours, drop cast the AuNP-PVA mixed solution onto a glass slide and spun-coated the sample 3--5 minutes for even distribution of AuNS. The concentration amount that was used for the dielectric sample with optical density one was 1.2×10^10^ AuNP/mL while for HeLa cells it was 1.5×10[@b4-ijn-13-6019] cells/cm^2^. However, the following experimental conditions were found to give best results: (a) best sample diameter of AuNSs: our investigation showed that 80 nm diameter AuNSs provide interesting insights, however further investigation on other shapes and sizes of AuNPs may also yield exciting results. (b) Optimal reaction time: 12--24 hours for PEG AuNSs. (c) Optimal concentration (or amount) of AuNSs: while our concentration for dielectric sample and HeLa cells was 1.2×10[@b10-ijn-13-6019] AuNP/mL and 1.5×10[@b4-ijn-13-6019] cells/cm^2^, respectively, we believe it will be interesting to find the optimal size, reaction time and concentration as a function of size, shape and geometry of particle.

### Cell sample characterization

Cells cultured on coverslips were mounted on a microscopy mounting media (Aquatex Merck Millipore, Melbourne, VIC, Australia). Images of PEG 80 nm diameter AuNSs incubated with HeLa cells were acquired using a dark-field inverted microscope (Nikon Australia Pty Ltd, Sydney, NSW, Australia) with a 1.2--1.3 NA (Nikon Australia Pty Ltd) dark-field condenser and a 0.6--1.3 NA 100× oil immersion objective lens (Nikon Australia Pty Ltd). A 150-watt quartz-halogen aluminum lamp of with a range of 400--2,500 nm wavelength was used for illumination purposes. Samples were mounted on a 10 nm scale resolution automated stage and the scattering images were acquired with a color cooled digital camera (Nikon Australia Pty Ltd) ([Figure 3B](#f3-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). The experimentally acquired single particle and dimer spectrum was acquired with the ENVI 4.8 image analysis software (CytoViva, Inc., Auburn, AL, USA), using a spectrometer of 400--1,000 nm wavelength with spectral resolution of 2.8 nm.

### Probing the RI and molecular interaction

The extinction spectrum measured by the UV-Vis spectrometer showed that the scattering peaks of 80 nm diameter PEG AuNSs were 552 nm ([Figure 1A](#f1-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}). We calculated the peak wavelength for 80 nm diameter AuNSs using Mie theory where we considered the RI 1.33 (RI of water) and found the peak at 560 nm. We performed hyperspectral imaging and recorded the PEG AuNS attached HeLa samples. We also recorded and investigated the spectrum of all the particles within the images. We found that spectrum peak varied from 575 nm and above. We presumed that 575 nm is the single particle spectrum of AuNSs inside HeLa cells and the SPR red shifts are due to a change of environment inside HeLa cells. To verify our assumption, we recalculated the single particle spectrum using Mie theory by changing the RI values from 1.3 to 1.5 and observed the SPR peak at 575 nm for RI value 1.45. We also verified the results compared with FDTD simulated spectrum and observed the SPR peak at 575 nm for RI value 1.45. Therefore, it was suggested that due to a change of environment inside HeLa cells our single particle peak (SPR) changed from 560 nm (considering n=1.33) to 575 nm (considering n=1.45).

We believe the change of RI occurs due to internalization of PEG AuNSs inside HeLa cells. To confirm the internalization of PEG AuNSs and identify the location inside HeLa cells, we attached the dye molecules with HeLa cells and identified that PEG AuNSs were internalized inside the cell membrane by performing the scattering microscopy imaging using a z-step of 0.2 µm. To visualize the cell membrane, samples were imaged with a 100× oil immersion objective lens on an inverted confocal microscope (FluoView FV100; Olympus). A red helium-neon laser (633 nm; Newport Corporation) was used to excite the DiD (λ~EX~=644 nm/λ~EM~=665 nm), while a helium-neon laser (543 nm; Newport Corporation) was used to visualize the scattered laser light from the AuNS-HeLa cell complexes (λ~EX~=545 nm/λ~EM~=545±4 nm) ([Figure 3C](#f3-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}).

However, our reported intracellular RI value 1.45 for PEG AuNS incubated HeLa cells matches with previous results observed on the cell membrane, cytoplasm and nucleus of different types of cells ([Figure 2B](#f2-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}).[@b58-ijn-13-6019]--[@b60-ijn-13-6019] Further, we focused on identifying the molecular interaction between two interacting AuNSs inside HeLa cells. To identify the separation, we simulated the AuNS dimer for varying distances utilizing the previously extracted RI value 1.45. Therefore, we cross-checked the experimentally acquired PEG AuNS attached HeLa cells with the FDTD simulated AuNS dimer spectrum to determine the exact interparticle distance between two interacting AuNSs in the cell membrane. Finally, we determined the exact separation for particles P4 and P5 and found the separation as 3 nm and 8 nm, respectively, which was validated by comparing the experimentally acquired spectrum with the FDTD simulated spectrum ([Figure 5B](#f5-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}).

Results and discussion
======================

Single particle detection studies have gathered huge interest and they have been extensively used in several applications, including optical labeling and trapping of single particles, biosensing, and as a nano antenna to enhance fluorescence. However, far-field detection of single metal NPs was first utilized in 1998,[@b61-ijn-13-6019] and since then different applications have arisen based on single particles. Although single particle measurement is more difficult and provides low signal to noise ratio compared to ensemble measurement. Contrary to single fluorophore or semiconductor material, a single metal NP does not blink or bleach due to the large number of conduction electrons per particle (ie, typically 10[@b3-ijn-13-6019]--10[@b5-ijn-13-6019]). They exhibit very stable scattering, luminescence, harmonic emission and photo thermal emission and provide long observation time in microsecond time resolution, which is a major hurdle for organic fluorophore-based technique. Therefore, they are considered best to be used as an optical label over fluorophore or semiconductor quantum dots.

Previous studies have emphasized the ensemble of NPs. However, the key contribution of this work is the solution it provides to detect a single metal NP, and to probe the RI and interparticle distance inside biologic cells. The main advantage of our comprehensive study is that we focused on single particle detection compared with previous indirect measurements which were based on ensembles of AuNPs. Additionally, we have verified our single particle spectroscopy results into dielectric medium by correlating the optical images with SEM images before introducing them into a cellular environment.

In this study, we demonstrated the technique based on single particle analysis to probe the RI and reported the RI value as 1.45 in the cell membrane. Therefore, our observed RI values are in accordance with previously reported RI values for cell membranes (1.46--1.6), cytoplasms (1.35--1.39), and proteins (1.36--1.55).[@b58-ijn-13-6019]--[@b60-ijn-13-6019] Previously, the RI of cellular components was investigated on ensembles of NPs with significantly lower spatial resolutions (µm scale). However, in our in-depth investigation, we determined the RI value of a single particle with a higher spatial resolution (nm scale). We believe our reported results will provide the foundation to determine more accurate RI values in the cell membrane, cytoplasm, proteins, and nucleus of several types of cells for various shapes and geometries of NPs or other biomolecules. Therefore, our direct single particle-based RI measurement approach will open new avenues to optically trap and detect the molecules without labeling them by using high numerical aperture objective lenses and maximizing the gradient force. Additionally, RI values will be useful to simulate the coupled NPs more precisely and determine the exact separation distance inside living cells, thus providing accurate spectra ([Figure 2B](#f2-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}).

Although RI is not a common marker for cellular studies, possible introduction of precise intracellular RI sensors could give extra dimensions to studies of cell morphology and dynamics. On the other hand, the advantages of hyper-spectral imaging over confocal laser scattering microscopy is it does not require a sophisticated experimental setup, which includes a high-power incident light source, expensive detector, spectrometer and high numerical aperture, as only a spectrometer and normal light microscope is sufficient. Also, the white light is not destructive compared to high power laser. There is no analytical model available for coupled NPs or different shapes of NPs, however the limitations can be overcome by comparing the experimental spectrum with numerically simulated spectra performed by FDTD. Regardless of the few limitations, this technique provides a good starting point for discussion and further research to investigate single particle tracking, biosensing, probing intracellular refractive indexes, and monitoring molecular activities and interaction in live cells. Overall, our comprehensive investigation demonstrated a novel approach for determining the intracellular refractive index, monitoring cellular dynamics and interactions, and tracking of targeted NPs within living cells.

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, we demonstrated a novel technique to quantify the intracellular RI using single particle spectroscopy. We also determined the plasmon coupling of AuNS dimers, which was used to determine the interparticle distance between two interacting AuNSs embedded in PVA matrix and HeLa cells. Before introducing the single particle technique into the cellular environment, we tested our approach in a dielectric medium. We performed the confocal laser scattering microscopy and dark field scattering microscopy respectively for AuNSs embedded PVA matrix sample and AuNSs attached HeLa cell sample and identified the single particle and dimer. For both cases, the experimental results was validated with analytical results (Mie theory) and FDTD simulated spectra, which has been used to quantify the intracellular RI and molecular interaction. The novelty of this paper lies in the presentation of a systematic study of single particle spectroscopy to identify the single particle and dimer, probe the intracellular RI of AuNSs, and determine the exact interparticle distance of two interacting AuNSs in HeLa cells. The results were verified by analytical models, extensive FDTD simulations, and rigorous experimental study. Through our in-depth investigation, we have developed a novel imaging technique that utilizes plasmonic NPs to acquire imaging of the subcellular region of live cells through single particles. This technique will facilitate the improvement of optical properties for modeling cells and tissues, monitoring of cellular dynamics, and long-term tracking of targeted NPs within cells.
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![(**A**) Gold nanoparticle (AuNP) characterization: ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) spectrum of 80 nm diameter gold nanospheres (AuNS) compared with Mie theory and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations. The UV-Vis spectrum is the ensemble spectrum which is slightly red shifted compared to Mie theory and FDTD simulated single particle spectrum. (**B**) Typical confocal laser scattering point spread function (PSF) profile calculated from the cross-section of one of the areas of scattered intensity and collected with a photomultiplier tube, when the laser is scanned across the sample. The analytical PSF (blue continuous line) from single particles matches perfectly with experimental PSF (red dotted line), whereas the dimer has 1.2 times higher PSF (black dotted line). Red color spectrum indicates analytical PSF using Vectorial Debye theory for objective 1.4 numerical aperture, at 715 nm wavelength for circular polarization. Vectorial Debye theory can be used to calculate the diffraction pattern of an objective lens of high numerical aperture.](ijn-13-6019Fig1){#f1-ijn-13-6019}

![(**A**) Spectrum analysis of PEG AuNPs internalized HeLa cell images at different locations. P18 (shown in [Figure 3B](#f3-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"}) matches with Mie theory and FDTD simulated weakly coupled NPs (80 nm separations), confirming that particle as a monomer. P14 and P15 match with FDTD simulated dimers of 3 nm and 8 nm separation. (**B**) Single particle spectrum (for example P18) was compared with FDTD simulated spectrum (for refractive index n=1.33) and with Mie theory for varying refractive index 1.33--1.5.\
**Abbreviations:** FDTD, finite-difference time-domain; NP, nanoparticle; P, particle; PEG, pegylated; AuNPs, gold nanoparticles.](ijn-13-6019Fig2){#f2-ijn-13-6019}

![(**A**) Experimental dark-field scattering microscopy images of 80 nm diameter AuNSs in dielectric medium; and (**B**) PEG AuNPs embedded in HeLa cells. Distinct color circles represent monomer (P18) and cluster (P14 and P15), and intensity variation is due to various separations. (**C**) Confocal laser scattering images of PEG AuNPs HeLa cell sample, attached with dye molecules. The red spherical borders are cell membranes, and small colorful spherical particles (eg, red, yellow and green, etc.) are AuNPs.\
**Abbreviations:** AuNSs, gold nano-spheres; PEG, pegylated; AuNPs, gold nanoparticles; P, particle.](ijn-13-6019Fig3){#f3-ijn-13-6019}

![Correlation of optical and SEM images of 80 nm diameter gold nanospheres.\
**Notes:** (**A**) Confocal scattering images of an 80 nm diameter AuNS sample, where P1 and P2 are dimer images. (**B**) Corresponding correlated SEM images, where P1 and P2 are correlated dimer images. Scale bar = 15 µm.\
**Abbreviations:** AuNS, gold nano-spheres; P, particle; SEM, scanning electron microcopy.](ijn-13-6019Fig4){#f4-ijn-13-6019}

![(**A**) Intensity variation due to polarization (0°--180°) dependency. Experimental values for dimer P1 and P2 (shown in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-13-6019){ref-type="fig"} as the dotted points) extracted from polarization dependent images for 0°--180°, matched perfectly with cosine fitting. (**B**) Wavelength dependency images for dimer particle P1 matched perfectly with finite-difference time-domain simulated dimer spectrum for 2 nm separations.\
**Abbreviation:** P, particle.](ijn-13-6019Fig5){#f5-ijn-13-6019}
